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Abstract
In this paper, we proposed a novel Identity-free conditional
Generative Adversarial Network (IF-GAN) to explicitly reduce
inter-subject variations for facial expression recognition. Specif-
ically, for any given input face image, a conditional generative
model was developed to transform an average neutral face, which
is calculated from various subjects showing neutral expressions,
to an average expressive face with the same expression as the in-
put image. Since the transformed images have the same synthetic
“average” identity, they differ from each other by only their ex-
pressions and thus, can be used for identity-free expression clas-
sification. In this work, an end-to-end system was developed to
perform expression transformation and expression recognition in
the IF-GAN framework. Experimental results on three facial ex-
pression datasets have demonstrated that the proposed IF-GAN
outperforms the baseline CNN model and achieves comparable or
better performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods for
facial expression recognition.
1 INTRODUCTION
Facial expression is a natural and universal means for human
communication and has been extensively studied over the past
decades. Most recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
have achieved promising results on facial expression recognition.
However, most of the existing approaches were optimized using
all subjects from training data, while high inter-subject variations
caused by individual differences in facial attributes are not explic-
itly considered. As a result, the learned features may capture more
identity-related information than expression-related information,
as discussed in [1], and are not purely related to the specific task
, i.e., facial expression recognition. Therefore, performance of fa-
cial expression recognition usually degrades for unseen subjects.
This motivates us to reduce the effects of identity-related vari-
ations by explicitly removing the identity information from face
images. Specifically, let f(I) be the extracted facial represen-
tation of an input image I learned by CNNs. f(I) is usually
a result of a nonlinear function of two kinds of features, i.e.
f(I) = g(fid(I), fexp(I)), where fid(I) represents the identity-
related features affected by gender, age, race, etc.; and fexp(I)
represents the expression-related information. The objective of
facial expression recognition is to make the best use of fexp(I)
while minimizing the influence of fid(I). To achieve this goal, we
proposed a novel Identity-free conditional Generative Adversar-
ial Network (IF-GAN), as shown in Fig. 1, to remove the identity
information by transferring the expression information from the
input image to a synthetic identity, i.e., an “average” face calcu-
lated from all subjects in the dataset. Such generated images have
the same synthetic “average” identity and differ from each other
by only expressions. Hence, these “average” expressive images
will be used for identity-free expression classification.
In summary, our major contributions are:
- Developing a novel IF-GAN model to transfer an expression
of an arbitrary subject to a synthetic “average” identity for
identity-free expression recognition; and
- Developing an end-to-end system to perform expression syn-
thesis and expression recognition simultaneously.
Extensive experiments on three facial expression datasets
have shown that the proposed IF-GAN yields considerable im-
provement over the baseline CNN by generating and employing
identity-free face images for expression recognition. The IF-GAN
also achieves comparable or better performance compared to the
state-of-the-art methods.
2 RELATEDWORK
Facial expression recognition has been widely studied in the
past decades as detailed in the recent surveys [7, 8, 9]. One of
the major steps is to capture the most discriminative features that
characterize appearance and geometric facial changes caused by
target expressions. These features can be roughly divided into two
main categories: human-designed and learned features. Recently,
deep CNNs have achieved promising results for facial expression
recognition [9]. However, the learned expression-related deep fea-
tures are often affected by individual differences in facial attributes
affected by gender, race, age, etc. As a result, performance of
expression recognition usually degrades on unseen subjects. Al-
though great progress has been achieved in feature/classifier selec-
tions, the challenge caused by inter-subject variations still remains
for facial expression recognition.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the IF-GAN synthesizing identity-free expressive faces from input images. Best viewed in color.
Approaches [3, 4] were designed to learn discriminative fea-
tures for facial expression recognition by reducing the intra-class
variations while increasing the inter-class differences simultane-
ously. More recently, there are a few approaches focusing on ex-
plicitly improving person-independent facial expression recogni-
tion. An Identity-Aware CNN (IACNN) [2] was proposed to al-
leviate variations introduced by identity-related information using
an expression-sensitive contrastive loss and an identity-sensitive
contrastive loss. However, the contrastive loss suffers from dras-
tic data expansion when constructing image pairs from the train-
ing data. An Identity-Adaptive Generation (IA-gen) method [1]
was developed to generate person-dependent facial expression im-
ages such that any given input facial image is transferred to six
expressive images of the same subject using six conditional GANs
(cGANs). Then, expression classification is performed by compar-
ing the input image with the six generated expressive images. De-
expression Residue Learning (DeRL) [10] also utilized the cGAN
to synthesize a neutral facial image of the same identity from
any input expressive image, while the person-independent expres-
sion information can be extracted from the intermediate layers of
the generative model. However, the aforementioned cGAN-based
models [1, 10] are not end-to-end networks and suffer from expen-
sive computational cost.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 ABriefReviewofGenerativeAdversarialNet-
works
Traditional Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [5] are
deep neural architectures used to generate realistic images by im-
plementing a system with two networks involved: a generator, G,
and a discriminator, D. Specifically, a generator is trained to cap-
ture the underlying distribution of the training data, while a dis-
criminator is trained to estimate the probability of a sample com-
ing from the real distribution py or the generator. The objective
of the GAN is to train a D that identifies fake samples generated
by G from samples drawn from the true distribution, while to en-
couraging G to generate realistic samples to deceive D. GANs
are optimized with the following objective function:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) =E[log(D(y))] + E[log(1−D(G(z)))]
(1)
where y is a real sample from the true data distribution and z is a
random noise vector drawn from a distribution pz.
In contrast to traditional GANs that learn a mapping from the
random noise vector z to a target sample y, i.e., G(z) → y, con-
ditional GANs (cGANs) [6] learn a mapping from a random noise
vector z to the target y conditioned on an observed signal x, i.e.,
G(x, z) → y. cGAN are optimized with the following value
function:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = E[log(D(x,y))]
+ E[log(1−D(x,G(x, z)))]
(2)
3.2 The Proposed IF-GAN Architecture
The objective of the proposed IF-GAN is to transfer the ex-
pression information from the input image to a synthetic “aver-
age” identity; and then the generated “average” expressive image
will be used for identify-free expression classification. Given an
input image I, the extracted facial features f(I) can be represented
by two kinds of features fid(I), i.e., identity-related features, and
fexp(I), i.e., expression-related features, which are nonlinearly
coupled with each other. Let ISE be a face image of any real sub-
ject associated with a specific expression, IAN be a face image of
a synthetic “average” subject with a neutral expression, which is
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Figure 2: A complete architecture of the IF-GAN consists of three models: (1) a generator (G) which is an “U-Net” [11] with skip
connections between mirrored layers in the encoder and decoder stacks, (2) a discriminator (D) which is a “PatchGAN” that only penalizes
structure at the scale of patches, and (3) the expression classifier (E) which is a ResNet-34 network pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset.
calculated as the average of all subjects showing a neutral expres-
sion in the dataset, and IAE be the target expressive face image
of the “average” subject calculated from all subjects showing the
specific expression in the dataset. A generator (G) is developed
to transfer the expression information fexp(ISE ) from the image
ISE to the “average” subject such that a synthetic expressive face
image I˜AE of the “average” subject is generated with the same
expression as ISE . In contrast to the regular GANs or cGANs,
an expression classifier (E) is employed to ensure the generated
“average” expressive image (I˜AE ) has the same expression as the
input image ISE .
As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed IF-GAN contains three net-
works, i.e., a generator (G), a discriminator (D), and an expres-
sion classifier (E). The generator takes a pair of images, i.e.
{IAN , ISE}, as input; and generates an expressive face image I˜AE
of the “average” subject. Then, the fake tuple {IAN , ISE , I˜AE , 0}
and the real tuple {IAN , ISE , IAE , 1} are fed into the discrim-
inator for fake/real classification. Finally, {ISE , IAE , le} and
{ISE , I˜AE , le}, where le is the corresponding expression label,
are utilized to fine-tune the expression classifier.
In this work, we used a “U-Net”-based architecture [12] for
the generator, a convolutional “PatchGAN” classifier [13], which
only penalizes structure at image level, for the discriminator, and
a ResNet-34 [14] for the expression classifier. In contrast to
DeRL [10] and IA-gen [1], G, D andE are jointly optimized dur-
ing the IF-GAN training. Note that only G and E are employed
during testing.
3.3 Loss Function of IF-GAN
The overall loss function of IF-GAN is defined as:
L = λ1 ·LcGAN (G,D)+λ2 ·LL1(G)+λ3 ·Lsoftmax(E) (3)
where the hyperparameters λ1, λ2, and λ3 1 are used to balance
the three terms.
The first term of Eq. 3 is the loss function of a cGAN and de-
fined as:
LcGAN (G,D) = E[log(D({IAN , ISE , IAE}))]
+ E[log(1−D({IAN , ISE ,G({IAN , ISE})}))]
(4)
where {IAN , ISE ,G({IAN , ISE})} denotes the fake tuple,
{IAN , ISE , IAE} denotes the real tuple, and G({IAN , ISE}) is
the generated image I˜AE . To compete against D, G(·) learns to
capture the true data distribution to generate realistic images that
are similar to the images sampled from the true data distribution.
We explore this option using L1 distance:
LL1(G) = E[‖IAE −G({IAN , ISE})‖1] (5)
Therefore, G tries to minimize this loss and compete against D
that tries to maximize it, i.e.,
G∗ = argmin
G
max
D
λ1 · LcGAN (G,D) + λ2 · LL1(G) (6)
Furthermore, E is jointly trained with D and G. Employing a
softmax loss, the expression loss is defined as:
Lsoftmax(E) = E[log p(le|{ISE , IAE})]
+ E[log p(le|{ISE ,G({IAN , ISE})})]
(7)
1In our experiments, we set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 200, and λ3 = 50 empiri-
cally.
4 EXPERIMENTS
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed IF-GAN, ex-
tensive experiments have been conducted on three benchmark
datasets, i.e., the BU-3DFE [15], the CK+ dataset [17, 18], and
the MMI dataset [19].
4.1 Preprocessing
To reduce the in-plane rotation and scaling variations, face
alignment was employed based on three facial keypoints, i.e., cen-
ters of two eyes and tip of nose. In addition, histogram equaliza-
tion was utilized to reduce the effect of illumination changes. For
data augmentation purposes, the processed facial images were re-
sized to N × N with random horizontal flipping and a random
rotation between -3◦ and 3◦. M × M patches were randomly
cropped as the input during training process and center cropped
during testing. In our experiment, {N,M} is set to {256, 224}
and {286, 256} for the baseline CNN model and the proposed IF-
GAN, respectively. For the proposed IF-GAN, ISE , I˜AE and IAE
were further resized to 224×224 before being fed intoE for facial
expression recognition.
4.2 Experimental Datasets
BU-3DFE dataset consists of 2,500 pairs of 3D static facial
models and 2D facial images from 100 subjects of different races
and ages. Each subject displays six basic expressions with four
intensity levels and a neutral expression. Following [1, 10], we
employed 1,200 images containing the 2D texture images of the
six basic expressions with high intensity, i.e., the last two levels,
in our experiment.
CK+ dataset includes 327 videos collected from 118 subjects,
each of which is labeled with one of seven expressions, i.e., con-
tempt and six basic expressions. Each video starts with a neutral
face, and reaches the peak in the last frame. The last three frames
from 309 videos labeled as one of the six basic expressions were
collected with the labeled expression. Hence, an experimental
dataset including 927 images was built for six basic expressions.
MMI dataset contains 236 sequences from 32 subjects, from
which 208 sequences of 31 subjects displaying six basic expres-
sions captured in frontal-view were selected in our experiments.
Each video starts from a neutral expression, goes through a peak
phase near the middle, and ends with a neutral face. Since the ac-
tual location of the peak frame was not provided, three frames in
the middle of each sequence were collected as peak frames associ-
ated with the provided label, resulting in a total of 624 images for
our experiments.
Training/testing strategy: In order to obtain more subtle fa-
cial expression data, the 50% images during the peak phase of
CK+ and MMI sequences were used to construct training set for
the baseline CNN and the proposed IF-GAN. Note that only the
three peak frames in the CK+ and MMI sequences were used in
testing.
A 10-fold cross-validation strategy was employed for all of the
three datasets, where each dataset was split into 10 subsets and the
subjects in any two subsets are mutually exclusive. For each run,
data from 8 sets were used for training, the remaining two subsets
were used for validation and testing, respectively. The results were
reported as the average of the 10 runs on the testing sets in terms
of accuracy.
4.3 Implementation Details
Following [1, 10], the generator G and discriminator D were
pre-trained on the BU-4DFE [20] dataset, where the middle
60% of images from the sequence were used. In addition, a
ResNet-34 [14] network, which first pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset [12] and then further pre-trained on the BU-4DFE dataset,
was employed as our baseline CNN model and the expression clas-
sifier (E) in the proposed IF-GAN.
For evaluation on each dataset, the baseline ResNet-34 and IF-
GAN were fine-tuned using their own training set, respectively, as
well as the other two datasets as additional training data. Specifi-
cally, we employed 50% images from its own training set in every
mini-batch. For each run of the 10-fold evaluation, the six average
expressive face images IAE were obtained by averaging peak ex-
pressive images with the corresponding labels in the training set,
respectively.
4.4 Experimental Results
Table 1: Performance comparison on the three facial expression
datasets.
Method Feature BU-3DFE CK+ MMI
Wang et al. [22] 3D-Static 61.79 – –
Berretti et al. [23] 3D-Static 77.54 – –
Yang et al. [24] 3D-Static 84.80 – –
3DCNN [25] Dynamic – 85.9 53.2
ITBN [26] Dynamic – 86.3 59.7
F-Bases [27] Dynamic – 89.01 73.66
TMS [28] Dynamic – 91.89 –
Cov3D [29] Dynamic – 92.3 –
3DCNN-DAP [25] Dynamic – 92.4 63.4
STM-ExpLet [30] Dynamic – 94.19 75.12
LOMo [31] Dynamic – 95.1 –
STM [32] Dynamic – 96.40 –
DTAGN [33] Dynamic – 97.25 70.24
Lai et al. [34] 2D-Static 74.25 – –
Zhang et al. [35] 2D-Static 80.95 – –
MSR [36] 2D-Static – 91.4 –
Center Loss [37] 2D-Static – 92.25 73.40
Island Loss [4] 2D-Static – 94.39 74.68
F-Bases [27] 2D-Static – 94.81 57.56
IACNN [2] 2D-Static – 95.37 71.55
DLP-CNN [3] 2D-Static – 95.78 –
FN2EN [38] 2D-Static – 96.80 –
IA-gen [1] 2D-Static 76.83 96.57 –
Lopes et al. [39] 2D-Static 72.89 96.76 –
PPDN [40] 2D-Static – 97.3 –
DeRL [10] 2D-Static 84.17 97.3 73.23
ResNet-34 2D-Static 82.83 93.85 71.31
IF-GAN 2D-Static 84.25 95.90 74.52
As illustrated in Table 1, the proposed IF-GAN outperforms
the baseline ResNet-34 and achieves better or at least compara-
ble results compared with the state-of-the-art methods on all the
three datasets. Note that while most of the state-of-the-art meth-
ods take advantage of temporal information extracted from im-
age sequences, the proposed IF-GAN is based on static frames,
which is more favorable for applications with single images. For
the BU-3DFE dataset, the proposed IF-GAN achieved the best
performance under “2D-Static” setting without employing geo-
metric features of the 3D shape model as Yang et al. [24] did,
who achieved the best performance on the BU-3DFE dataset.
For the CK+ dataset, although it achieves the best performance,
DeRL [10] is not an end-to-end framework and requires high com-
putational cost. Moreover, PPDN has the best performance on
the CK+ dataset owing to the utilization of neutral images of the
same subjects as reference. For the MMI dataset, Island Loss [4]
achieved the best performance under “2D-Static” setting by tak-
ing the mean of the decision scores of the three peak images from
the same sequence, while the proposed IF-GAN makes decisions
based on a single image.
4.5 Expression Transfer Results
Fig. 3 shows several examples of the generated average expres-
sive face images along with their corresponding input images on
the BU-3DFE, CK+, and MMI datasets, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 3, the generated face images totally removed the identity
information from their corresponding input images, while the ex-
pression information is transferred to the “average” subject.
5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel end-to-end IF-GAN frame-
work to perform identity-free expression recognition by generat-
ing expressive faces for a synthetic “average” subject. Our work
differs from the other subject-independent methods in that the
proposed IF-GAN is capable of removing subject-related infor-
mation completely. Experimental results on three benchmark fa-
cial expression datasets have shown that the proposed IF-GAN
achieves state-of-the-art recognition performance for facial ex-
pression recognition. For future work, we plan to apply our
method for facial expression recognition in the wild to further deal
with challenges introduced by large head movements.
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